
Towards Machine Speech-to-speech Translation

Abstract

There have been lots of research activities on
machine speech-to-speech translation (S2ST)
in Japan. This article introduces those ac-
tivities and our recent research activities to-
wards automatic simultaneous speech trans-
lation. S2ST system is basically composed
of three modules: Large vocabulary continu-
ous automatic speech recognition (ASR), ma-
chine text-to-text translation (MT), and text-to-
speech synthesis (TTS). All the modules need
to be multi-lingual in nature and thus necessi-
tate multi-lingual speech and corpora for train-
ing models. The S2ST performance is dras-
tically improved by deep learning and large
training corpora. But there still remain many
issues such as simultaneity, para-linguistics,
context and situation dependency, intention,
and cultural dependency. We will introduce
the current research activities and discuss is-
sues toward next-generation speech-to-speech
translation.

1 Introduction

The drastic increase of demands for cross-lingual
conversations, triggered by IT technologies such as
the Internet and an expansion of borderless commu-
nity boosts research activities on a machine speech-
to-speech translation (S2ST) technology.

S2ST system is basically composed of three
modules: Large vocabulary continuous speech
recognition (ASR), machine text-to-text translation
(MT), and text-to-speech synthesis (TTS). All the
modules need to be multi-lingual for worldwide
users and thus necessitate multi-lingual speech and
corpora for training models.

On the contrary to the normal machine trans-
lation of texts, speech translation receives speech
as input and will be sed for online human to hu-
man communication. S2ST needs to preserve para-
linguistic information such as emotion, emphasis,

prominence, and prosody of the source language
into speech in the target language. Also, the spoken
language needs to consider contexts since people
utter not in a complete sentence but in incomplete
phrases. Finally, S2ST needs to work in real-time
with very low latency and efficiency since it will
be used for online real-time communication.

The difficulties of S2ST also depend on sim-
ilarity of source and target languages. S2ST
between western language and non-western lan-
guages such as English-from/to-Japanese, English-
from/to-Chinese requires different technologies to
overcome their drastic difference regarding linguis-
tic expressions. For example, a translation from
Japanese to English requires, (1) word separation
process for Japanese because Japanese has no ex-
plicit spacing information, (2) translating Japanese
into English in the drastically different style be-
cause their word ordering and their coverage of
words are completely different.

2 S2ST Research in Japan

The fist S2ST research project was launched in
1986 in order to overcome the language barrier
problem at ATR Interpreting Telephony Research
Laboratories in Japan funded by the Ministry of
Post and Telecommunication. Afterwards, S2ST
research was carried out at ATR until 2008 and
at the National Institute of Communication and
Technology (NICT), Japan after 2008. Currently
developments and deployments of S2ST technolo-
gies to the real services for daily conversation such
as VoiceTra R© 1 are carrying out under the Global
Communication Project funded by Ministry of In-
ternal Affairs and Communication.

Research activities on simultaneous speech-to-
speech translation at Nara Institute of Science
and Technology (NAIST) launched in 2011

1https://voicetra.nict.go.jp/en/index.html



Figure 1: An illustration of the emphasis S2ST. (Do
et al., 2018)

when the 1st author of this paper moved from
NICT to NAIST. We are working on various
new challenges for S2ST not just taking ASR
outputs as MT inputs, including para-linguistic
speech-to-speech translation (PLS2ST), direct
speech-to-speech translation, simultaneous
speech-to-speech translation (SS2ST) , evaluation
of and corpus collection of simultaneous interpreta-
tion are going on at NAIST. This paper introduces
those activities in the following sections.

3 Our research activities

3.1 Para-linguistic speech translation

For the transfer of para-linguistic information of
emphasis, we have proposed a method based on
encoder-decoder with attention (Do et al., 2018).
This method estimates emphasis in the source
speech and maps it into the target speech within the
encoder-decoder cascaded speech-to-speech trans-
lation framework. Figure 1 illustrates the para-
linguistic speech translation system. This frame-
work will be extended to incorporate emotions in
the future.

3.2 Direct speech translation

Another attempt is to realize direct
speech-to-speech translation to translate
linguistic and para-linguistic information into one
framework. We have proposed a method using
curriculum learning based on encoder-decoder
direct speech translation (Kano et al., 2017).
The neural network architectures have been
shown to provide a powerful model for machine
translation and speech recognition. Recently,
several studies have attempted to extend the
models for end-to-end speech translation tasks.
However, the usefulness of these models was

Figure 2: An illustration of the direct S2ST. (Kano
et al., 2017)

only investigated on language pairs with similar
syntax and word order (e.g., English-French or
English-Spanish). We proposed an end-to-end
speech translation model for syntactically distant
language pairs (e.g., English-Japanese) that require
distant word reordering (Kano et al., 2017). To
guide the encoder-decoder attentional model
to learn this difficult problem, we propose a
structured-based curriculum learning strategy
starting from independently-trained modules and
then fine-tuning the overall network. Also, we
introduced a neural transcoder to convert ASR
decoder outputs to MT encoder outputs. We start
the training with end-to-end encoder-decoder
for speech recognition or text-based machine
translation tasks then gradually move to end-to-end
speech translation task. The experiment results
confirmed that our proposed approach could
provide significant improvements.

3.3 Simultaneous speech translation
Simultaneous interpretation is a very challenging
task in human verbal communication that requires
strong expertise. We are trying to mimic this simul-
taneous process through computers using speech
translation technologies. We call it simultaneous
speech translation since the current machine trans-
lation is really far from interpreting human lan-
guages. The most significant challenge here is
the latency between the input speech and trans-
lated output especially in syntactically distant lan-
guages such as English (Subject-Verb-Object) and
Japanese (Subject-Object-Verb).

3.3.1 Latency in simultaneous translation2

Suppose we are going to translate the following
English sentence into Japanese (Mizuno, 2016).

2Materials in this section are from Mizuno (2016).



(1) The relief workers (2) say (3) they
don’t have (4) enough food, water, shel-
ter, and medical supplied (5) to deal with
(6) the gigantic wave of refugees (7)
who are ransacking the countryside (8)
in search of the basics (9) to stay alive.

In a standard English-to-Japanese translation,
we translate the sentence almost in a reverse order
based on syntactic correspondence in Japanese.

Example 1: (1) Kyūen tantōsha tachi
ha [The relief workers] (9) ikirutame no
[to survive] (8) shokuryō wo motomete
[in search of food] (7) mura wo arashi
mawatte iru [are ransacking the country-
side] (6) tairyō no nanmin tachi no [a
healthy number of refugees] (5) sewa wo
suru tameno [to take care of] (4) jūbun
na shokuryō ya mizu, shukuhaku shisetsu,
iyakuhin ga [sufficient amount of food,
water, lodgings, and medical supplies]
(3) nai to [don’t have] (2) itte imasu [are
saying].

The chunk-level correspondence and memory load
are shown in Figure 3. The chunks (2) to (9) are
stored in the memory to translate them with the cor-
rect syntactic structure in Japanese. As a result, the
ear voice span becomes very large, and that makes
the interpretation process difficult; next inputs will
come even when an interpreter speaks. Further-
more, it is tough to maintain so many numbers of
chunks for interpreters.

On the other hand, Mizuno (2016) presented an
interpretation example with an ideal strategy with
monotonic translation as follows.

Example 2: (1) Kyūen tantōsha tachi no
[The relief workers] (2) hanashi de ha
[according to their talk] (4) shokuryō,
mizu, shukuhaku shisetu, iyakuhin ga
[food, water, shelters, and medical sup-
plies] (3) tarizu [are in short supply] (6)
tairyō no nanmin tachi no [a massive
amount of refugees] (5) sewaga dekinai
tono kotodesu [cannot be taken care of].
(7) Nanmin tachi ha ima muramura wo
arashi mawatte [The refugees are now
ransacking the villages] (9) ikiru tameno
[to survive] (8) shokuryō wo motomete
irunodesu [searching for the basics].
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VCKT[Ď�PQ�PCPOKP�VCEJK�PQ�=C�JGCNVJ[�PWODGT�QH�TGHWIGGU?�
���UGYC�YQ�UWTW�VCOGPQ�=VQ�VCMG�ECTG�QH?�


���LĬDWP�PC�UJQMWT[Ď�[C�OK\W��UJWMWJCMW�UJKUGVUW��K[CMWJKP�IC�=UWHϺEKGPV�COQWPV�QH�HQQF��YCVGT��

lodgings, and medical supplies] (3) nai to [don’t have] (2) itte imasu [are saying].

For the sake of simplicity, tasks of comprehension, translation, and production are excluded or as-

sumed to be automatized. Then, we can extract only the load of retention (memory load). (See Fig. 

4) The upper half of Fig. 4 shows segments of SL are translated into TL in reverse order except the 

UWDLGEV�
ϺTUV�UGIOGPV���YJKEJ�KU�PQV�UJQYP�JGTG��6JG�DQVVQO�QH�VJG�ϺIWTG�KPFKECVGU�CEEWOWNCVKQP�CPF�

gradual reduction of memory load.

Fig.4 Translation to seek syntactic correspondence and its load
The dotted line of lower right indicates assumed load when next sentence

comes in before the completion of translation of previous sentence.

6JG�OCZKOWO�PWODGT�QH�EJWPMU�TGCEJGU����HCT�UWTRCUUKPI�VJG�ECRCEKV[�QH�VJG�HQEWU�QH�CVVGPVKQP��+P�

such a case, simultaneous interpreting would be impossible and in fact no interpreters engage in such 

C�VTCPUNCVKQP�OGVJQF��+PUVGCF�VJG[�YKNN�NGV�QWV�MKPF�QH�UVTCVGIKGU�VJCV�TGFWEG�VJG�PWODGT�QH�EJWPMU�

within the capacity of the focus to lessen the cognitive load. The ideal strategies would be as follows:


��� -[ĬGP� VCPVĎUJC� VCEJK� PQ� =6JG� TGNKGH� YQTMGTU?� 
��� JCPCUJK� FG� JC� =CEEQTFKPI� VQ� VJGKT� VCNM?� 
���

UJQMWT[Ď��OK\W�� UJWMWJCMW� UJKUGVW�� K[CMWJKP� IC� =HQQF��YCVGT�� UJGNVGTU�� CPF�OGFKECN� UWRRNKGU?� 
���

VCTK\W�=CTG�KP�UJQTV�UWRRN[?�
���VCKT[Ď�PQ�PCPOKP�VCEJK�PQ�=C�OCUUKXG�COQWPV�QH�TGHWIGGU?�
���UGYC�
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Figure 3: Chunk correspondence in Example 1 (chunk
1 should be translated at first and ignored in this dia-
gram). SL and TL stands for source language and tar-
get language, respectively. The chart below illustrates
the corresponding chunk-level memory load.

Simultaneous Interpreting and Cognitive Constraints
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ga dekinai tono kotodesu [cannot be taken care of]. (7) Nanmin tachi ha ima muramura wo arashi 

OCYCVVG�=6JG�TGHWIGGU�CTG�PQY�TCPUCEMKPI�VJG�XKNNCIGU?�
���KMKTW�VCOGPQ�=VQ�UWTXKXG?�
���UJQMWT[Ď�YQ�

motomete irunodesu [searching for the basics].

a

6JKU�MKPF�QH�VTCPUNCVKQP��YJKEJ�D[�VJG�YC[�YGNN�TGϻGEVU�KPHQTOCVKQP�UVTWEVWTG��UKIPKϺECPVN[�TGFWEGU�VJG�

EQIPKVKXG�NQCF�QH�KPVGTRTGVGTU�CPF�QH�VJG�CWFKGPEG��+P�CFFKVKQP��KV�YKNN�TGFWEG�VJG�TKUM�QH�QXGTNCRRKPI�

with next sentence. Duration of retention, the order of translation and memory load are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Translation with strategies and its load

�5KOWNVCPGQWU�+PVGTRTGVKPI�HTQO�,CRCPGUG�KPVQ�'PINKUJ 

Simultaneous interpreting of opposite direction, i.e. from Japanese into English, is generally thought 

VQ�DG�OQTG�FKHϺEWNV�VJCP�5+�HTQO�'PINKUJ�KPVQ�,CRCPGUG��+P�5+�HTQO�,CRCPGUG�KPVQ�'PINKUJ��KPVGTRTGVGTU�

must hold arguments that appear before verb phrases of Japanese, which is usually longer than verb 

RJTCUGU�QH�'PINKUJ��'XGP�OQTG��5+�HTQO�'PINKUJ�KPVQ�,CRCPGUG��KP�YJKEJ�XGTD�RJTCUG�EQOGU�GCTNKGT��

gives interpreters clues about argument structure, enabling relatively precise anticipation, but it can-

PQV�DG�GZRGEVGF�KP�5+�HTQO�,CRCPGUG�

To compensate this disparity, Japanese has case markers and many words that predict modal meaning 


UWEJ�CU�CFXGTDU���*QYGXGT��KP�5+�HTQO�,CRCPGUG�KPVQ�'PINKUJ��KPVGTRTGVGTU�ECPPQV�RTGFKEV�QT�ETGCVG�

argument structure consecutively based on Japanese verbs. This compels interpreters to hold many 

arguments in memory before the appearance of verbs or predicates, creating heavy load for working 

memory.  

/CETQUVTCVGIKGU�QH�5+�HTQO�,CRCPGUG�KPVQ�'PINKUJ�YQWNF�DG�
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Figure 4: Chunk correspondence in Example 2.

This example has two substantial differences
from Example 1. First, the main verb, say, is
translated immediately, and the following con-
tents are translated after it. Second, the relative
clause starting from who is translated after its mod-
ifiee chunk (6) as follow-up information. Using
this kind of monotonic interpretation, the latency
and memory load become much smaller than the
previous example, as shown in Figure 4. One
of the most important challenge for simultaneous
S2ST is this kind of monotonic translation, as
experienced interpreters do.

3.3.2 Automatic simultaneous S2ST

We are working on time-synchronous and incre-
mental processing in ASR, MT, and TTS for small
latency S2ST, using recent neural network (NN)
technologies. We proposed a NN-based incremen-



tal ASR method (Novitasari et al., 2019). The pro-
posed method focuses only on very recent parts
of speech inputs, while a standard NN-based ASR
looks over an utterance. In our experiments, the
proposed method reduced the transcription errors
with allowing a delay in 400 msec. to include
some context information into ASR. With respect
to the MT, we proposed an incremental neural MT
method (Chousa et al., 2019). In simultaneous
S2ST, this MT part has the largest effect on overall
latency, because we can easily face a seriously
long delay as discussed above. The proposed
method can wait for future inputs when we are
not confident of translation based on currently ob-
served inputs. Finally, for the TTS, we proposed
an incremental neural TTS method (Yanagita et al.,
2019). The TTS model of the proposed method is
trained using short segments of text-speech pairs,
and we use the model to synthesize speech sig-
nals at the segment level. In our experiments,
allowing a delay in two to three words contributed
the synthesized speech quality.

3.3.3 Corpus development
We are developing a simultaneous translation cor-
pus for our simultaneous S2ST research. The
corpus includes recordings of simultaneous inter-
pretations by professional interpreters with dif-
ferent experiences (S: more than 15 years, A: 4
years or more, B: less than 4 years). Currently,
we have about 150 hours of English-to-Japanese
and 100 hours of Japanese-to-English interpreta-
tions with transcriptions, mostly in lecture talks
like TED Talks. Such a large scale simultaneous
interpretation corpus in Japanese-English does not
exist so far. We are going to accelerate our
research on simultaneous S2ST with this corpus.

4 Summary

This article summarized our research activities on
the S2ST system. The S2ST performance is dras-
tically improved by deep learning and large train-
ing corpora and the deployment to the real ser-
vices like VoiceTra has been started. But there
still remain many issues such as simultaneity, para-
linguistics, context and situation dependency, inten-
tion, and cultural dependency. Further fundamental
research is necessary to overcome those problems
toward natural speech-to-speech translation which
resembles more closely the output of human inter-
preters.
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